
Collegiate Mountain Bike Team Relay Rules/Format 

For our race on Oct 5-6, we plan to use the “championship format” on a course of 5-7min so we give racers 
the best opportunity to prep for this new event at upcoming nationals in Banner Elk. 

6G7. Collegiate Mountain Bike Team Relay may be defined by each conference with the following parameters: (i) each 

team shall consist of at least one woman and one man, (ii) the maximum number of riders per team is four, (iii) the 

race features a mass start on a circuit with lap times of at least 3 minutes, or if lap times are shorter, a minimum of two 

laps required between rider exchanges. Only one representative from each relay team shall be on course at a time. 

7I9g. Team relay shall not count toward the individual omnium, and shall follow the rules outlined for collegiate MTB 

team relay with the following additional stipulations: (i) Teams may not have more than two men. (ii) A woman must 

complete two of the four laps for each team. 

1.         In general at the conference level, you could do a relay one of two ways:  

a.         “Mixed category,” so that each team must have an A man, A woman, and B/C man and B/C woman or 

something along those lines. This is loosely defined and is up to the race director and/or conference director to 

structure as they see fit. 

b.         “Championship format,” as we’ll have at nationals- at the conference level, this would be for each 

category, though you could do an A version and a B/C version. The rest of this information pertains to this 

structure and expounds upon the rules cited above. For the 2014 rulebook, the rules will be more a bit more 

explicit as explained below.  

2.         Each team will have up to four riders with at least one woman and one man, and no more than two men or two 

women. In other words, potential team combos would be: 

a.         WM 

b.         WMM 

c.         WWM 

d.         WWMM  

3.         The race will be on a slightly lengthened STXC course (ideally ~5-7min laps, but can be slightly longer) and 

will be four laps long. (You can also just use a short track course, but if the laps are short [3mins or less] you should do 

multiple laps per rider, although this can complicate things if riders get lapped or almost lapped. It can be the call of the 

RD, CD, and CR if riders should just do one lap each.) 

4.         One representative of each team (there is no specified order for genders, so part of the strategy is when your 

men and women should be placed in the order) lines up and at the end of each lap, there is an exchange to another rider 

(more on this below). If a team has fewer than four riders, they’d still need to transition after each lap, so no one can do 

two successive laps. Keep in mind that two of the four laps should be completed by women, and two completed by 

men. 

5.         The exchange area should be just after the S/F, with the course divided into two lanes. Riders finishing their lap 

will funnel into one lane, and from the other lane, riders waiting to start their lap will start moving once their teammate 

has either crossed the finish line or ridden past the rider waiting to start. If a team has a rider that needs to complete 

more than one lap, a break between the lanes should be constructed so they don’t need to cross the course.  

6.         Scoring-wise, the event counts toward the team omnium just like a TTT.  


